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Cross Roads Reflections

Japan at the Crossroads

Warden of Time (The After Cilmeri
Series Book 8)
Prince of Time is Book Two in the After
Cilmeri Series: Two teenagers are catapulted
back in time to alter history and save the
medieval kingdom of Wales David and his manat-arms, Ieuan, find themselves alone and on
the run from a company of English soldiers
who've sworn vengeance for the recent death
of their king. Meanwhile, Llywelyn lays on
his deathbed, wounded by a traitor's arrow.
And once again, it is David and Anna, and all
that they represent, that holds the key to
the survival of Wales.

Crossroads of Twilight
How can Christians live faithfully at the
crossroads of the story of Scripture and
postmodern culture? In Living at the
Crossroads, authors Michael Goheen and Craig
Bartholomew explore this question as they
provide a general introduction to Christian
worldview. Ideal for both students and lay
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readers, Living at the Crossroads lays out a
brief summary of the biblical story and the
most fundamental beliefs of Scripture. The
book tells the story of Western culture from
the classical period to postmodernity. The
authors then provide an analysis of how
Christians live in the tension that exists at
the intersection of the biblical and cultural
stories, exploring the important implications
in key areas of life, such as education,
scholarship, economics, politics, and church.

After 2015: International Development
Policy at a Crossroads
Time Travel to Medieval Wales! Anna is
driving her aunt's minivan with her brother,
David, when she crashes through time and
finds herself in the middle of an ambush of
Llywelyn, the last Prince of Wales. It is
December 1282, and the English have attacked,
hoping to eliminate the Welsh rebels forever.
Instead, the siblings save Llywelyn's life
and embark on a journey that transforms not
only themselves but an entire world.
Footsteps in Time is the story of what might
have happened had Llywelyn lived. And what
happens to the two teenagers who save him.
Complete series reading order: Daughter of
Time, Footsteps in Time, Winds of Time,
Prince of Time, Crossroads in Time, Children
of Time, Exiles in Time, Castaways in Time,
Ashes of Time, Warden of Time, Guardians of
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Time, Masters of Time, Outpost in Time,
Shades of Time, Champions of Time, Refuge in
Time, Outcasts in Time. Also, This Small
Corner of Time: The After Cilmeri Series
Companion. Keywords: Wales, Prince of Wales,
Medieval, Middle Ages, Britain, Romance, Time
Travel, Historical Fiction, Historical
Romance, Adventure, Young Adult, Teen, Welsh,
Alternate History.

Children of Time (The After Cilmeri
Series Book 4)
While exhuming human remains within a
collapsed Minoan temple, a respected
archaeologist senses a need to look beyond
the bones and shards of his discovery. When
he digs deeper into the mysteries of the
mountain, there are unexpected consequences
for himself and the small Greek fishing
village below. When death descends,
supersititious villagers cry out to bury the
discovery and "let the dead rest". The
secrets from 1628BC slowly emerge within two
alternating and parallel stories 4000 years
apart. The lives from an ancient and modern
world converge in a tale of conflict between
tradition and reason, science and mystical
longing while digging at the crossroads of
time.

Crossroads in Time
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Weaving national narratives from stories of
the daily lives and familiar places of local
residents, Francoise Hamlin chronicles the
slow struggle for black freedom through the
history of Clarksdale, Mississippi. Hamlin
paints a full picture of the town ov

America at the Crossroads
The Wheel of Time ® is a PBS Great American
Read Selection! Now in development for TV!
Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time®
by Robert Jordan has captivated millions of
readers around the globe with its scope,
originality, and compelling characters. The
Wheel of Time turns and Ages come and go,
leaving memories that become legend. Legend
fades to myth, and even myth is long
forgotten when the Age that gave it birth
returns again. In the Third Age, an Age of
Prophecy, the World and Time themselves hang
in the balance. What was, what will be, and
what is, may yet fall under the Shadow.
Fleeing from Ebou Dar with the kidnapped
Daughter of the Nine Moons, whom he is fated
to marry, Mat Cauthon learns that he can
neither keep her nor let her go, not in
safety for either of them, for both the
Shadow and the might of the Seanchan Empire
are in deadly pursuit. Perrin Aybara seeks to
free his wife, Faile, a captive of the
Shaido, but his only hope may be an alliance
with the enemy. Can he remain true to his
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friend Rand and to himself? For his love of
Faile, Perrin is willing to sell his soul. At
Tar Valon, Egwene al'Vere, the young Amyrlin
of the rebel Aes Sedai, lays siege to the
heart of Aes Sedai power, but she must win
quickly, with as little bloodshed as
possible, for unless the Aes Sedai are
reunited, only the male Asha'man will remain
to defend the world against the Dark One, and
nothing can hold the Asha'man themselves back
from total power except the Aes Sedai and a
unified White Tower. In Andor, Elayne
Trakland fights for the Lion Throne that is
hers by right, but enemies and Darkfriends
surround her, plotting her destruction. If
she fails, Andor may fall to the Shadow, and
the Dragon Reborn with it. Rand al'Thor, the
Dragon Reborn himself, has cleansed the Dark
One's taint from the male half of the True
Source, and everything has changed. Yet
nothing has, for only men who can channel
believe that saidin is clean again, and a man
who can channel is still hated and fearedeven one prophesied to save the world. Now,
Rand must gamble again, with himself at
stake, and he cannot be sure which of his
allies are really enemies. TV series update:
"Sony will produce along with Red Eagle
Entertainment and Radar Pictures. Rafe
Judkins is attached to write and executive
produce. Judkins previously worked on shows
such as ABC’s “Agents of SHIELD,” the Netflix
series “Hemlock Grove,” and the NBC series
“Chuck.” Red Eagle partners Rick Selvage and
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Larry Mondragon will executive produce along
with Radar’s Ted Field and Mike Weber. Darren
Lemke will also executive produce, with
Jordan’s widow Harriet McDougal serving as
consulting producer." —Variety The Wheel of
Time® New Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of the
World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon Reborn
#4 The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of Heaven
#6 Lord of Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords #8 The
Path of Daggers #9 Winter's Heart #10
Crossroads of Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By
Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12 The
Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A
Memory of Light By Robert Jordan Warrior of
the Altaii By Robert Jordan and Teresa
Patterson The World of Robert Jordan's The
Wheel of Time By Robert Jordan, Harriet
McDougal, Alan Romanczuk, and Maria Simons
The Wheel of Time Companion By Robert Jordan
and Amy Romanczuk Patterns of the Wheel:
Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's The
Wheel of Time At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Digging at the Crossroads of Time
Offers understanding, support, and guidance
for people caring for their aging parents and
facing the emotional upheaval that may
bring--from taboo feelings to the stark
realization of one's own mortality.
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Crossroads in Time
The Civil War started in the spring of 1861.
In the spring of 1862, Jeb and Doris Whitney
head west with their youngest son, Josh,
leaving their older son, Joe, and his bride
in possession of the Ohio farm. Jeb and Doris
are seeking a new homestead for Josh, but
their move is also contrived to prevent Joe
from joining the Union Army. Doris dies of
undulant fever just short of the beginning of
the Oregon Trail at Westport, Missouri. Jeb
becomes a despondent alcoholic and Josh
desperately enlists a couple of new-found
friends in Westport in trying to bring his
father back to normal. Jeb clashes with Mr.
Blue, a mean, gun-slinging card shark that
wiser men avoid, and is severely wounded in
the resulting shoot-out. Several days later,
Josh is the sole witness as a cheated card
player confronts Mr. Blue at gunpoint one
night and is killed by Mr. Blue. Josh is the
only one who can prove that Mr. Blue is
innocent of murder by the standards of the
day. But Josh finds that the whole town wants
Mr. Blue hung. He has killed six men, bullied
everyone in town, and threatens to kill Josh
and his father when he gets out of jail. Josh
makes a decision contrary to his own
conscience. Jeb sobers up and marries the
lady who nursed him back to health after the
gunfight. Josh wants to continue west and
finds his opportunity when a preacher and his
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wife come through Westport, seeking a
location to start a new church. Josh joins
them, thinking they will need his help to
survive and prosper, but also finds that they
are determined to practice non-violence in
this violent land. By the time the preacher
and his wife reach Fort Laramie, Josh has
saved them from several outlaws and an Indian
raid, but they have cast him out as an agent
of the devil. Josh wins the friendship of
Lewis, a small, but very tough mountain man
who serves as a scout for Fort Laramie. On a
trip into Sioux country, Josh finds that
Lewis has a Sioux wife and children that he
loves more than he wants the Army to know.
They join a Sioux buffalo hunt and Josh runs
afoul of White Hawk, a Sioux warrior, due to
the mischievous flirting of an Indian maiden.
By the time he and Lewis return to Fort
Laramie, Josh regards Lewis as a best friend
and has learned some sympathy and respect for
the Sioux. Lewis predicts that it's only a
matter of time before the Army controls all
Indian lands, but is doing all he can to keep
the peace and delay that day. The preacher's
wife is caught by a band of Indian raiders
and brutally killed. Abandoning non-violence,
the preacher is at Fort Laramie, doing his
best to stir up an all-out war. A shipment of
rapid-fire rifles is being sent to Fort
Laramie. Lewis worries about the rifles and
the "sword swinging" officer bringing them.
Kirby Twine, a young greenhorn, convinces
Josh to go with him into the Big Horn
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mountains in Crow Indian territory in search
of the source of a sample of gold ore he has.
Deep in the mountains, Josh realizes how
foolish they are and discovers that Kirby's
"gold ore" is fool's gold. Kirby is eager to
continue the search until they are caught at
a severe disadvantage by a Sioux band that
has come to raid the Crows. White Hawk is the
leader of the Sioux band, and Josh negotiates
successfully at gunpoint. Back at Fort
Laramie, Josh is present when the shipment of
rapid-fire rifles arrives and the crates
prove to contain only sand and a few token
Indian arrows. In the official inquiry that
follows, the conclusion is that the rifles
were stolen by Indians with the aid of
Confederate spies or soldiers. Some time
later, Josh realizes that Lewis is the only
man he knows who could have led Indians on
such a mission. Talking it over with Lewis in
an oblique way, Josh is given a reason to
keep the secret. The preacher enlists the aid
of a self-serving scout, La Croix, to help
him punish the Indians, but the preacher is
apparantly killed while on a mission with La
Croix. Later, Lewis kills La Croix in a shootout, and the

Prince of Time (The After Cilmeri
Series Book 2)
Winner of the International Latino Book Award
“An incredibly heartfelt depiction of
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immigrants and refugees in a land full of
uncertainty.” —Kirkus Reviews “Insightful,
realistic pictureespecially important reading
for today’s children.” —Booklist “Fans of The
Only Road will appreciatewhile teachers and
librarians may find the text useful to
counter unsubstantiated myths about Central
Americans fleeing to the US.” —School Library
Journal Jaime and Ángela discover what it
means to be living as undocumented immigrants
in the United States in this timely sequel to
the Pura Belpré Honor Book The Only Road.
After crossing Mexico into the United States,
Jaime Rivera thinks the worst is over.
Starting a new school can’t be that bad.
Except it is, and not just because he can
barely speak English. While his cousin Ángela
fits in quickly, with new friends and afterschool activities, Jaime struggles with even
the idea of calling this strange place
“home.” His real home is with his parents,
abuela, and the rest of the family; not here
where cacti and cattle outnumber people,
where he can no longer be himself—a boy from
Guatemala. When bad news arrives from his
parents back home, feelings of helplessness
and guilt gnaw at Jaime. Gang violence in
Guatemala means he can’t return home, but
he’s not sure if he wants to stay either. The
US is not the great place everyone said it
would be, especially if you’re sin
papeles—undocumented—like Jaime. When things
look bleak, hope arrives from unexpected
places: a quiet boy on the bus, a music
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teacher, an old ranch hand. With his
sketchbook always close by, Jaime uses his
drawings to show what it means to be a true
citizen. Powerful and moving, this touching
sequel to The Only Road explores overcoming
homesickness, finding ways to connect despite
a language barrier, and discovering what it
means to start over in a new place that
alternates between being wonderful and
completely unwelcoming.

The Wheel of Time Companion
There are two paths in life: Should & Must.
We arrive at this crossroads over and over
again, and every day. And we get to choose.
Starting out or starting over, making a
career change or making a life change, the
most life-affirming thing you can do is to
honor the voice inside that says your have
something special to give, and then heed the
call and act. Many have traveled this road
before. Here’s how you can, too. #choosemust
An inspirational gift book for every recent
graduate, every artist, every seeker, and
every career change.

Empire's Crossroads
Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time®
by Robert Jordan has captivated millions of
readers around the globe with its scope,
originality, and compelling characters. Over
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the course of fifteen books and millions of
words, the world that Jordan created grew in
depth and complexity. However, only a
fraction of what Jordan imagined ended up on
the page, the rest going into his personal
files. Now The Wheel of Time Companion sheds
light on some of the most intriguing aspects
of the world, including biographies and
motivations of many characters that never
made it into the books, but helped bring
Jordan's world to life. Included in the
volume in an A-to-Z format are: An entry for
each named character An inclusive dictionary
of the Old Tongue New maps of the Last Battle
New portraits of many characters Histories
and customs of the nations of the world The
strength level of many channelers
Descriptions of the flora and fauna unique to
the world And much more! The Wheel of Time
Companion will be required reading for The
Wheel of Time's millions of fans. The Wheel
of Time® New Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of
the World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon
Reborn #4 The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of
Heaven #6 Lord of Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords
#8 The Path of Daggers #9 Winter's Heart #10
Crossroads of Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By
Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12 The
Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A
Memory of Light By Robert Jordan and Teresa
Patterson The World of Robert Jordan's The
Wheel of Time By Robert Jordan, Harriet
McDougal, Alan Romanczuk, and Maria Simons
The Wheel of Time Companion By Robert Jordan
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and Amy Romanczuk Patterns of the Wheel:
Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's The
Wheel of Time At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Crossroads in Time (The After Cilmeri
Series Book 3)
In 1960, when Japan revised the postwar
treaty that allows a U.S. military presence
in Japan, the popular backlash changed the
evolution of Japan’s politics and culture,
and its global role. Nick Kapur’s analysis
helps resolve Japan’s essential paradox as
being innovative yet regressive, flexible yet
resistant, imaginative yet wedded to
tradition.

Castaways in Time (The After Cilmeri
Series Book 6)
November 1291. Meg and Llywelyn gather their
family at Rhuddlan Castle to celebrate their
seventh anniversary and David’s twenty-third
birthday. But the joyful reunion goes
grievously awry when an old enemy raises the
banner of rebellion, followed immediately by
an even more catastrophic betrayal by an old
friend. Meanwhile, facing war at every turn
and still haunted by his decision to leave
Cassie and Callum in the modern world, David
chooses a dangerous path forward, one that
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will either change the course of the future
forever—or burn his world to ashes. Complete
series reading order: Daughter of Time,
Footsteps in Time, Winds of Time, Prince of
Time, Crossroads in Time, Children of Time,
Exiles in Time, Castaways in Time, Ashes of
Time, Warden of Time, Guardians of Time,
Masters of Time, Outpost in Time, Shades of
Time, Champions of Time. Also, This Small
Corner of Time: The After Cilmeri Companion.

Footsteps in Time (The After Cilmeri
Series Book 1)
The powerful story found in Cross Roads
inspired and encouraged readers around the
world. Now, CROSS ROADS REFLECTIONS provides
an opportunity for you to revisit Tony and
his redemption journey in a fresh and unique
way. This 365-day devotional contains
meaningful quotes from Cross Roads along with
insightful and thought-provoking prayers
written by the author, Wm. Paul Young, who
also wrote the phenomenal bestseller, The
Shack. It is designed to inspire, encourage,
and uplift you every day of the year.

Coming to a Crossroads
Three years have passed since the events
chronicled in Prince of Time … Anna has made
a place for herself in thirteenth century
Wales as a wife, mother, and healer. David
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has taken more of the kingdom’s rule on his
shoulders, even as his relationship with Lili
has caused friction with his father, King
Llywelyn. The King wants his son to seek a
political marriage that will benefit his
country—and possibly place the crown of
England on David’s head. England and Wales
have shared a border and an uneasy peace for
three long years. And that peace is about to
be broken …

Medicare at the Crossroads
This book discusses the Millenium Development
Goals (MDGs) - the UN Poverty Targets for
2015. Part one discusses the background to
the MDGs, their value and omissions, what
they mean for changing understandings of
'development' and Development Studies and
whether the MDGs will be achieved. Part two
focuses on each goal or set of goals: extreme
poverty (income and hunger); education and
health; gender equality and empowerment;
environmental sustainability and global
partnerships for development.

Education at a Crossroads
Protecting her from the fallen was his duty.
Falling in love was never part of his plan.
Loving her was forbidden. Being with her was
all that mattered, even if it meant he would
be exiled for all eternity. Claudia Emerson's
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life is about to change when her good friend,
who coincidentally shares the same first and
last name, dies in a tragic accident.
Distraught at the loss of her friend,
Claudia's dreams become tumultuous, and
through them she mysteriously travels to
another world called Crossroads. There, she
unexpectedly meets Michael, a nephilim--half
angel, half human. Now that she's been there,
fallen and demons are after her, suspecting
she must be special, and it is up to Michael
and the other nephilim to protect her. Her
dream becomes a nightmare as more secrets are
revealed about who she really is, and the
true identities of the people she loves most.

Awakening
In Empire's Crossroads, Carrie Gibson offers
readers a vivid, authoritative and actionpacked history of the Caribbean. For Gibson,
everything was created in the West Indies:
the Europe of today, its financial
foundations built with sugar money: the
factories and mills built as a result of the
work of slaves thousands of miles away; the
idea of true equality as espoused in Saint
Domingue in the 1790s; the slow progress to
independence; and even globalization and
migration, with the ships passing to and fro
taking people and goods in all possible
directions, hundreds of years before the term
'globalization' was coined. From Cuba to
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Haiti, from Dominica to Martinique, from
Jamaica to Trinidad, the story of the
Caribbean is not simply the story of slaves
and masters - but of fortune-seekers and
pirates, scientists and servants, travellers
and tourists. It is not only a story of
imperial expansion - European and American but of global connections, and also of life
as it is lived in the islands, both in the
past and today.

The After Cilmeri Series Duo: Footsteps
in Time & Prince of Time (The After
Cilmeri Series Books 1 & 2)
Against the backdrop of China’s mounting
influence and North Korea’s growing nuclear
capability and expanding missile arsenal,
South Korea faces a set of strategic choices
that will shape its economic prospects and
national security. In South Korea at the
Crossroads, Scott A. Snyder examines the
trajectory of fifty years of South Korean
foreign policy and offers predictions—and a
prescription—for the future. Pairing a
historical perspective with a shrewd
understanding of today’s political landscape,
Snyder contends that South Korea’s best
strategy remains investing in a robust
alliance with the United States. Snyder
begins with South Korea’s effort in the 1960s
to offset the risk of abandonment by the
United States during the Vietnam War and the
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subsequent crisis in the alliance during the
1970s. A series of shifts in South Korean
foreign relations followed: the “Nordpolitik”
engagement with the Soviet Union and China at
the end of the Cold War; Kim Dae Jung’s
“Sunshine Policy,” designed to bring North
Korea into the international community;
“trustpolitik,” which sought to foster
diplomacy with North Korea and Japan; and
changes in South Korea’s relationship with
the United States. Despite its rise as a
leader in international financial,
development, and climate-change forums, South
Korea will likely still require the
commitment of the United States to guarantee
its security. Although China is a tempting
option, Snyder argues that only the United
States is both credible and capable in this
role. South Korea remains vulnerable relative
to other regional powers in northeast Asia
despite its rising profile as a middle power,
and it must balance the contradiction of
desirable autonomy and necessary alliance.

Crossroads
Fear drives me forward as I rush down a rocky
path in Jerusalem, trying to sort things out
even as dusk makes it harder to hurry. Am I
really an American girl, cast back to the
time of Jesus? Or a delusional Jewish teen,
plagued with visions of a place called
America, thousands of years in the future? I
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don’t know anymore. But I do know that
something awful is about to happen to my
Jesus: they’re going to arrest him tonight,
and kill him. No one believes me; they think
I’m crazy. So it’s up to me to save him,
hurrying down this dark path toward
Gethsemane, toward the turning point of all
history, the attempt to kill Jesus . . .
toward the uncertainty of whether I can
actually manage to change the future. "A fastpaced novel packed with truth, tension and a
touch of romance." Denver Catholic Register

Empire's Crossroads

The Only Road
In Empire's Crossroads, Carrie Gibson offers
readers a vivid, authoritative and actionpacked history of the Caribbean. For Gibson,
everything was created in the West Indies:
the Europe of today, its financial
foundations built with sugar money: the
factories and mills built as a result of the
work of slaves thousands of miles away; the
idea of true equality as espoused in Saint
Domingue in the 1790s; the slow progress to
independence; and even globalization and
migration, with the ships passing to and fro
taking people and goods in all possible
directions, hundreds of years before the term
'globalization' was coined. From Cuba to
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Haiti, from Dominica to Martinique, from
Jamaica to Trinidad, the story of the
Caribbean is not simply the story of slaves
and masters - but of fortune-seekers and
pirates, scientists and servants, travellers
and tourists. It is not only a story of
imperial expansion - European and American but of global connections, and also of life
as it is lived in the islands, both in the
past and today.

The Crossroads
Christianity in the twenty-first century is a
global phenomenon. But in the second century,
its future was not at all certain. Michael
Kruger's introductory survey examines how
Christianity took root in the second century,
how it battled to stay true to the vision of
the apostles, and how it developed in ways
that would shape both the church and Western
culture over the next two thousand years.

Ashes of Time (The After Cilmeri Series
Book 7)
November 1288. Bereft of a king or rightful
heir, England hurtles towards civil war for
the second time in a generation. When David,
Prince of Wales, and his wife, Lili, travel
to London to attend the wedding of William de
Bohun and Princess Joan, they have no
intention of involving themselves in local
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politics. But as infighting leads to murder,
David and Lili find themselves at the center
of a far-reaching conspiracy. Trapped between
history and legend, they must decide how much
they are willing to sacrifice to save not
only their own country, but the people of
England as well. Meanwhile, back in Wales,
Llywelyn and Meg discover that time is no
barrier to either adventure or trouble
Children of Time, book four in the After
Cilmeri series, continues the story of
Llywelyn, Meg, and their children in the
medieval kingdom of Wales.

South Korea at the Crossroads
Was he the love she’s been missing? He needed
a ride. Not a wife… Liz Bellamy is drowning
under family medical bills. So when the
Matchmaking Mamas recommend Dr. Ethan O’Neil
as a potential ride-share customer, it’s a
win-win financial situation. Yet the handsome
doctor isn’t her usual fare. Kind, witty and
oh-so emotionally guarded, Ethan thinks love
walked out years ago with his ex-fiancée.
Until his unlikely connection with his
beautiful, hardworking chauffeur. Have the
small-town cupids orchestrated another
happily-ever-after? USA TODAY Bestselling
Author

Exiles in Time (The After Cilmeri
Series Book 5)
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Standing at the crossroads – the Mississippi
crossroads of Robert Johnson and the devil’s
infamous meeting – Mark Radcliffe found
himself facing his own personal juncture.
Aged sixty, he had just mourned the death of
his father, only to be diagnosed with mouth
and throat cancer. Together these events led
Radcliffe to think about pivotal tracks in
music and how the musicians who wrote and
performed them had reached the crossroads
that led to such epoch-changing music.
Crossroads is a warm, intimate account of
music and its power to transform our lives,
as Radcliffe takes a personal journey through
these key tracks.

The Crossroads of Should and Must
Join the adventure as Anna and David are
catapulted back in time to alter history and
save the medieval kingdom of Wales Footsteps
in Time: Anna is driving her aunt's minivan
with her brother, David, when she crashes
through time and finds herself in the middle
of an ambush of Llywelyn, the last Prince of
Wales. It is December 1282, and the English
have attacked, hoping to eliminate the Welsh
rebels forever. Instead,the siblings save
Llywelyn's life and embark on a journey that
transforms not only themselves but an entire
world. Footsteps in Time is the story of what
might have happened had Llywelyn lived. And
what happens to the two teenagers who save
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him. Prince of Time: David and his man-atarms, Ieuan, find themselves alone and on the
run from a company of English soldiers who've
sworn vengeance for the recent death of their
king. Meanwhile, Llywelyn lays on his
deathbed from a traitor's arrow. And once
again, it is David and Anna, and all they
represent, that holds the key to the survival
of Wales. Footsteps in Time and Prince of
Time are the first two books in the After
Cilmeri series and are appropriate for teens
to adults. Keywords: time travel, alternate
history, historical romance, historical
fantasy, medieval, middle ages, Wales, young
adult, teen

Crossroads at Clarksdale

1973: Rock at the Crossroads
Two years in Afghanistan; four years working
for MI-5, the British security service; and
the death of both of his parents from cancer.
At the age of thirty-four, Callum thought
he’d experienced the worst that life could
throw at him. That is, until his boss ordered
him to open a buried file on his desk and to
take it seriously. His new assignment: to
detain and question a pregnant woman and her
ailing husband—and if need be, to stop them
from returning to medieval Wales. Until
today, Callum believed in his job and always
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followed orders. Until today, he thought time
travel wasn’t real … Complete series reading
order: Daughter of Time, Footsteps in Time,
Winds of Time, Prince of Time, Crossroads in
Time, Children of Time, Exiles in Time,
Castaways in Time, Ashes of Time, Warden of
Time, Guardians of Time, Masters of Time,
Outpost in Time, Shades of Time, Champions of
Time, Refuge in Time, Unbroken in Time,
Outcasts in Time. Also, This Small Corner of
Time: The After Cilmeri Series Companion
Keywords: time travel, Scotland, Wales,
middle ages, medieval, historical fiction,
alternate history, King of England,
historical fantasy.

Cancer at a Crossroads
After divorcing the woman he'd been with
since he was seventeen, Nick Fuller is
starting over. He owns the restaurant of his
dreams and he's determined to meet new
people, find new passions, and experience
life to its fullest. His new neighbor, Bryce
Tanner, is all about a good time. He plans to
help Nick meet a few women, and enjoy the
gift of the single life. Soon they realize
they'd rather be together than with anyone
else. Neither man has ever wanted another
guy, but there's a connection between them
from the start, and soon they're navigating
an unfamiliar new world and dealing with
unforeseen obstacles. Will they follow the
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easy path they've always followed, or the one
that;s determined to trip them up at every
turn?

The Crossroads Time
Warden of Time continues the story of time
travel, romance, and adventure begun with
Daughter of Time … As both modern man and
medieval king, David is committed to
transforming medieval England into his own
version of Avalon. Not everyone supports his
ideals, however, and having offended the pope
by welcoming Jews and heretics into England,
David is summoned to Canterbury to explain
himself. But when information comes to light
that reveals the accusations against him have
less to do with religion than with power and
wealth, David finds himself on familiar
ground—and at the center of a conspiracy that
stretches from Ireland to Italy. Facing
excommunication, a fickle populace, and a
rebellion even by his fellow time travelers,
he must decide what his throne is worth, and
what he’s willing to sacrifice to keep it.
Complete series reading order: Daughter of
Time, Footsteps in Time, Winds of Time,
Prince of Time, Crossroads in Time, Children
of Time, Exiles in Time, Castaways in Time,
Ashes of Time, Warden of Time, Guardians of
Time, Masters of Time, Outpost in Time,
Shades of Time.
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Crossroads
A prominent former neoconservative and author
of "The End of History and the Last Man"
explains why the Iraqi war was a mistake and
outlines new directions for American foreign
policy.

United States Army in World War II.:
The Ardennes: Battle of the Bulge
A fascinating account of the music and epic
social change of 1973, a defining year for
David Bowie, Bruce Springsteen, Pink Floyd,
Elton John, the Rolling Stones, Eagles, Elvis
Presley, and the former members of The
Beatles. 1973 was the year rock hit its peak
while splintering—just like the rest of the
world. Ziggy Stardust travelled to America in
David Bowie’s Aladdin Sane. The Dark Side of
the Moon began its epic run on the Billboard
charts, inspired by the madness of Pink
Floyd's founder, while all four former
Beatles scored top ten albums, two hitting
#1. FM battled AM, and Motown battled Philly
on the charts, as the era of protest soul
gave way to disco, while DJ Kool Herc gave
birth to hip hop in the Bronx. The glam rock
of the New York Dolls and Alice Cooper split
into glam metal and punk. Hippies and
rednecks made peace in Austin thanks to
Willie Nelson, while outlaw country, country
rock, and Southern rock each pointed toward
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modern country. The Allman Brothers, Grateful
Dead, and the Band played the largest rock
concert to date at Watkins Glen. Led Zep’s
Houses of the Holy reflected the rise of funk
and reggae. The singer songwriter movement
led by Bob Dylan, Neil Young, and Joni
Mitchell flourished at the Troubadour and
Max’s Kansas City, where Bruce Springsteen
and Bob Marley shared bill. Elvis Presley’s
Aloha from Hawaii via Satellite was NBC’s toprated special of the year, while Elton John’s
albums dominated the number one spot for two
and a half months. Just as U.S. involvement
in Vietnam drew to a close, Roe v. Wade
ignited a new phase in the culture war. While
the oil crisis imploded the American dream of
endless prosperity, and Watergate’s walls
closed in on Nixon, the music of 1973 both
reflected a shattered world and brought us
together.

Crossroads at Midlife
PURA BELPRÉ HONOR BOOK ALA NOTABLE BOOK “An
important, must-have addition to the growing
body of literature with immigrant themes.”
—School Library Journal (starred review)
Twelve-year-old Jaime makes the treacherous
and life-changing journey from his home in
Guatemala to live with his older brother in
the United States in this “powerful and
timely” (Booklist, starred review) middle
grade novel. Jaime is sitting on his bed
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drawing when he hears a scream. Instantly, he
knows: Miguel, his cousin and best friend, is
dead. Everyone in Jaime’s small town in
Guatemala knows someone who has been killed
by the Alphas, a powerful gang that’s known
for violence and drug trafficking. Anyone who
refuses to work for them is hurt or
killed—like Miguel. With Miguel gone, Jaime
fears that he is next. There’s only one
choice: accompanied by his cousin Ángela,
Jaime must flee his home to live with his
older brother in New Mexico. Inspired by true
events, The Only Road is an individual story
of a boy who feels that leaving his home and
risking everything is his only chance for a
better life. The story is “told with
heartbreaking honesty,” Booklist raved, and
“will bring readers face to face with the
harsh realities immigrants go through in the
hope of finding a better, safer life, and it
will likely cause them to reflect on what it
means to be human.”

Living at the Crossroads
A gripping tale of adventure and searing
reality, Lucky Boy gives voice to two mothers
bound together by their love for one lucky
boy. “Sekaran has written a page-turner
that’s touching and all too real.”—People “A
fiercely compassionate story about the bonds
and the bounds of motherhood and, ultimately,
of love.”—Cristina Henríquez, author of The
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Book of Unknown Americans Eighteen years old
and fizzing with optimism, Solimar CastroValdez embarks on a perilous journey across
the Mexican border. Weeks later, she arrives
in Berkeley, California, dazed by first love
found then lost, and pregnant. This was not
the plan. Undocumented and unmoored, Soli
discovers that her son, Ignacio, can become
her touchstone, and motherhood her identity
in a world where she’s otherwise invisible.
Kavya Reddy has created a beautiful life in
Berkeley, but then she can’t get pregnant and
that beautiful life seems suddenly empty.
When Soli is placed in immigrant detention
and Ignacio comes under Kavya’s care, Kavya
finally gets to be the singing, story-telling
kind of mother she dreamed of being. But she
builds her love on a fault line, her heart
wrapped around someone else’s child. “Nacho”
to Soli, and “Iggy” to Kavya, the boy is
steeped in love, but his destiny and that of
his two mothers teeters between two worlds as
Soli fights to get back to him. Lucky Boy is
a moving and revelatory ode to the everchanging borders of love.

Christianity at the Crossroads
With a scarlet fever epidemic raging
throughout London, a rogue baron on the
loose, a new baby keeping him up at night,
and a kingdom to run, the last thing David
has time for is a trip to the twenty-first
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century. But as he should know by now, time
waits for no man, not even the King of
England … Complete series reading order:
Daughter of Time, Footsteps in Time, Winds of
Time, Prince of Time, Crossroads in Time,
Children of Time, Exiles in Time, Castaways
in Time, Ashes of Time, Warden of Time,
Guardians of Time, Masters of Time, Outpost
in Time, Shades of Time, Champions of Time.
Also, This Small Corner of Time: The After
Cilmeri Series Companion.

Lucky Boy
Crossroads in Time: An Illustrated History of
Syracuse is the most ambitious publication in
the Onondaga Historical Association’s
145-year history. Most of the images—many in
color—are taken from OHA’s collection, and
several have never been published before.
This book provides the engaging story of
Syracuse’s expansion and development over the
past 200 years. Beyond its chronological
narrative, this volume is filled with
sidebars detailing unique locations,
characters and events, which collectively
give Syracuse its distinctive identity.

Crossroads
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